Tuesday, December 5 | 3:00 PM

Advanced Analysis of Big Data from Earth Observation

Sponsored by:

[Logos of CROPIO and SPACE COM]
• Tony Gehr, Civil Group CTO/Chief Engineer, Leidos
• John Goolgasian III, Chief Operating Officer, GeoSpark Analytics
• Anna Moren, Product Director, Cropio
• David Zuniga, General Manager, North America Division, Danish Aerospace Company
QUESTIONS?

THANK YOU
Wednesday, December 6 | 11:15 AM

Precision Weather Forecasting

Sponsored by:

HARRIS

SPACECOM
SPACE COMMERCE CONFERENCE AND EXPOSITION
- **Dan Stillman**, Senior Strategic Marketing Manager, Environmental Solutions, Harris Corporation
- **Dr. Chad Gravelle**, Chief Scientist, National Weather Service Operations Proving Ground in Kansas City, MO, NOAA
- **Daniel Irwin**, SERVIR Director, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
- **Chris McCormick**, Chief Executive Officer, PlanetiQ/Global Weather & Climate Solutions
QUESTIONS?

THANK YOU
Wednesday, December 6 | 2:00 PM

Energy Workshop

• **José Gutierrez Ph.D.**, Director of Technology and Innovation, Transocean
• **Lee Mason**, Principal Technologist for Power & Energy Storage, NASA HQ
• **John Scott**, Chief Technologist for Propulsion and Power, NASA Johnson Space Center

SPACECOM
SPACE COMMERCE CONFERENCE AND EXPOSITION
QUESTIONS?

THANK YOU